
A special Diamante SV for the 2022 Elite Slovenian champion, 
Kristijan Koren.

Matej Mohoric's successor, the world-class Slovenian cyclist Kristijan 
Koren, will race on a Diamante SV created especially for him, with a 
customized livery that celebrates the colors of his nation, after his 
triumph in the Slovenian Elite national champion, on June 26th, 2022.

In the land of the great Slovenian riders like Tadej Pogačar, Matej 
Mohorič and Primož Roglič, Adria Mobil Cycling’s athlete Kristijan 
Koren won the road cycling Elite national championship on the saddle 
of his Diamante. After winning the national road championship cat. 
Elite on 26 June 2022 in Maribor, the Slovenian rouleur is ready to 
face the next season on a totally customized Diamante SV. The 
Diamante SV, the thoroughbred from Basso devoted to speed, has 
been chosen by the Slovenian pro team Adria Mobil for the 2023 
season. Kristijan Koren, born in 1986, is the experienced man ready to 
lead the team after a long career at the top of world cycling. A 
professional since 2010, the Slovenian cyclist took his �rst steps as an 
amateur in Italy, with the Bottoli-Nordelettrica-Ramonda from 
Vicenza, before moving on to the top levels of the cycling world in 
Liquigas-Doimo.

The black background allows for contrast with the colors of the 
Slovenian �ag (white, blue and red) placed on the sides of the frame 
on the head tube and seat tube, highlighting the national emblem.
On the top tube, near the seat post, “Slovenija” is written. The livery is 
created using Basso Pigment, an innovative paint solution in which 
the 3D structure of ceramic nanoparticles increases water repellency 
and reduces porosity to make the livery stronger, more aerodynamic 
and resistant to contaminants.
The race bike will mount Campagnolo Super Record 12V EPS and 
Campagnolo Bora Ultra WTO wheels.
The handlebar is, inevitably, Levita, the Diamante SV component for 
unprecedented handling: sti�, light and ergonomic. Levita rede�nes 
the concept of driving precision in a concentrate of technology and 
aesthetic purity.

The union between the best Basso bike and the expert Slovenian 
rouleur, ready to express the best of both in this new season.

Kristijan Koren:

Born in Postumia on 25 November 1986. Professional since 2010, the 
Slovenian rouleur took his �rst steps as an amateur in Italy, with the 
Bottoli-Nordelettrica-Ramonda from Vicenza, before moving on to 
Liquigas-Doimo. A long career at the top of world cycling, participa-
ting in the Tour De France, Giro d'Italia, the Monument Classics 
between Milan-Sanremo, Tour of Flanders, Paris-Roubaix and 
Liege-Bastogne-Liege.
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